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PRELIMINARY PALEOMAGNETIC
STUDIES OF LAKE SEDIMENTS IN
EASTERN CANADA
R.J . MOTT andJ . H. FOSTER, Geological Survey

ABSTRACT Nine lake bottom sediment
cores from small lakes in Eastern Canada, three of which were oriented to an
azimuth, have been analyzed magnetically in an attempt to delineate the paleomagnetic character of the late-Pleistocene and Holocene sediments asanaid
to stratigraphy and chronology. Secular
variations are discernable in mineral
sediments andin overlying organic sediments when intensities are strong
enough to produce reliable results.
Where organic content was high and
intensities low, erratic results were obtained. Short segments of some cores,
involving at most several centimetres,
showed negative values for inclination,
but whether or not these canbe related
to magnetic reversals or excursions or
are spurious results, cannot be determined at this time.

of Canada, 601 Booth Street, Ottawa, Ontario

RÉSUMÉ Études paléomagnétiques préliminaires de sédiments lacustres dans
Test du Canada. Les auteurs ont étudié les propriétés magnétiques de neuf
carottes de sédiments, dont trois sont
orientées, prélevées au fond de petits
lacs de l'est du Canada. Lebutde cette
étude était de définir les caractéristiques paléomagnétiques des sédiments
de la fin du
Pleistocene et de l'Holocène, et ce, pour des fins stratigraphiques et chronologiques. Des variations
séculaires sont discernables dans les sédiments minéraux qui les recouvrent,
quand les intensités sont assez fortes
pour donner des résultats valables.
Lorsque le contenu organique était élevé
et les intensités faibles, les résultats
obtenus étaient irréguliers. Des valeurs
négatives d'inclinaison ontété obtenues
pour des segments, de plusieurs centimètres tout au plus, de certaines carottes. Il est impossible d'affirmer présentement que ces valeurs sont ou ne
sont pas en relation avec des inversions ou des excursions du champ magnétique, ou qu'il s'agit de résultats
erronés.

K1A OE8.

PE3IOME
nPEflBAPMTE/lbHblE
nA/lEOK/lMMATMMECKHE
HCC/1EflOBAHMR OCAQKOB B 03EPAX
BOCTOMHOP1 KAHAQbl. Ann nccneAOBaHalH 6blnM B3RTbl KOpHbl H3 OCaflKOB co AHa aeBRTH Heôonbwux 03ep
B BOCTOMHOfl KaHaae, npuMeM TPM
H3 3THX K6PH0B 6binu opueHTupoBaHbi
no a3HMyTy. B noMOUib CTpaTurpacbnn
u xpoHonoruM, Bce KepHbi noflBeprnMCb
aHann3y Ha MarHeTH3M c uenbio
nonbiTaTbca yoraHOBHTb naneoioiMMaTMMeciV/it' xapaKTep ocaxtKOB OTHOCHUIMXCH K no3.tiHe-nneHcTOueHCKofl

n

ronoueHCKoH spaM. KorAa cuna MarHMTHoro nonn OKa3biBanacb AOCTaTOMHOH Ann Toro, MTo6bi nonyMUTb neAewHbie pe3yiibTaTbi, oKa3biBanocb
B03MO)HHblM yCTaHOBMTb M3MeHeHHH
npoMcxoanBujue OTB6Ka K BeKy, KaK
B MMHepanbHbix, TOK M B newamnx
nan HUMH opraHMMecKKix ocaaKax.
B Tex cnyManx, Koraa KOPHU coAepwann conbujoe KonMMecTBo opraHMMecKMX ocajiKOB, a cuna MamuTHoro
nonn 6bina cnaoofl, nonyMeHHbie pe3ynbTaTbi HOCH/IH HeonpeAeneHHbit*
xapaKTep.KopoTKMe, HO conee HecKO/ibKHX CeHTMMeTpOB .Q/lHHHOfl, cerMOHTbl HOKOTOpblX K6PH0B noKa3biBami
OTpnuaTenbHbit' 3apna OAHaKO, AO
HacTORiuero BpeMeHM
He yAanocb
yCTaHOBUTb Bbl3BaHO nM 3TO M3M6HeHueM HanpaBneHMn MarHMTHoro nonn,
ero CABMroM nnn oSbncHfieTCfl OLUMÔKaMn AonyweHHbiMM npn nccneaoBaHHM.
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INTRODUCTION
The Brunhes normal epoch, the magnetic epoch
which began about 690,000 years ago (OPDYKE, 1972)
and was long thought to be of normal polarity throughout, has been shown to contain magnetic events or
excursions of various ages. Reported to date are the
following events: Biwa II (298,000-292,000 years BP)
and Biwa I (186,000-176,000 years BP) events (KAWAI
ef al., 1972), Blake event (118,000-114,000 years BP)
(SMITH and FOSTER, 1969), Lake Mungo event (30,78028,140 years BP) BARBETTI and McELHINNY,
1972)
and the Laschamp event (BONHOMMET and BABKINE,
1967).
The Laschamp event could not be accurately dated
14
when first described, but eventually
C and K/Ar age
determinations placed the end of the event between
8000 and 20,000 years BP and indicated the duration
to be not more than
20,000 to 30,000 years (BONHOMMET and ZÀHRINGER, 1969).
Subsequently,
several investigators have reported magnetic excursions
from within the same general time period in sediments
of various types from widespread areas of the globe.
Those excursions possibly related to the Laschamp
event are listed in Table I along with the proposed
or determined ages for the phenomenon.
Reports by MÔRNER ef al. (1971) and MACKARETH
(1971) placing the age of an excursion at abour
12,350
years BP and 13,400 years BP respectively, prompted
an investigation into the possibility of using the paleomagnetic record preserved in the sediments of small
lakes in eastern Canada as
a stratigraphie tool for
correlation, especially where radiocarbon dates were
lacking or where anomalous radiocarbon ages were
obtained. To this end, sediments from nine small lake

FOSTER

sites were studied, and some of the results comprise
this report. Some caution is expressed regarding the
paleomagnetic determinations and interpretations of
paleomagnetic results.

METHODS
The first cores used in this study had been collected
for pollen studies and, therefore, were not oriented.
Also, the one metre core increments had been cut into
50 cm lengths for ease of storage which meant that not
only were each metre increment not oriented relative
to each other, but each half-metre was not oriented
relative to the other half as
well. Hence declination
could not be determined with any degree of confidence.
Attempts at trying to obtain a relative orientation for
the whole core by matching up the declination at the
top of a segment with the declination at the base of the
overlying segment proved too confusing and unreliable
to be worthwhile. Eventually several cores were recovered specifically for magnetic study, and these were
oriented with respect to an azimuth using the sun. As
each metre increment was taken during the coring
procedure, the sampler was oriented relative to the sun
and the time of day was recorded. Knowing the date,
correct local time and latitude and longitude, the sun's
true bearing could bedetermined later using sun tables.
All cores were obtained with a Livingstone piston
corer with a 3.8 cm inside diameter core tube. Increments 2.4 cm long were cut from the core and were
pared down to fit the magnetometer sample holder.
Measurements of the natural remanent magnetization
were made on adigital spinner magnetometer. Samples
were then demagnetized in a
100 oersted alternating
magnetic field to remove any unstable component of

TABLEI
Paleomagnetic excursions possibly correlative with the Laschamp Event.
Excursions paléomagnétiques encorrélation possible avecl'événement de Laschamp.
Locality
Laschamp, France
Laschamp, France
Gothenburg, Sweden
Lake Windermere, U.K.
Mediterranean and Pacific
Gulf of Mexico
Lake Biwa, Japan
Gulf of Mexico
North Atlantic
Blekinge, Sweden
Lake Erie, Canada
Imuruk Lake, Alaska
Lake Michigan, U.S.A.
Lake Ontario, Canada

Age(BP)
>7000 - 9000
<20,000
>12,350
13,400 ± 400
7000
12,500 - 17,000
17,600 - 18,700
17,000 ± 1500
> 12,350
12,077 - 12,103 ± 150
>8000 - <14,000
17,000 - 18,000
8000 - 10,000
>12,500

Dating method
14
C
K/Ar
14
C
UQ
Fauna
Fauna
14
C
Fauna
Fauna
Varves
Pollen
Pollen
?
Pollen

Reference
BONHOMMETand BABKINE, 1967.
BONHOMMETand ZAHRINGER,1969.
MÔRNERet al., 1971; MÔRNER and LANSER,1974.
MACKERETH, 1971.
WOLLINef a/.,1971.
CLARK and KENNETT,1973.
NAKAJIMAefa/.,1971.
FREED and HEALY,1974.
MÔRNERand LANSER,1975.
NÔELandTARLING,1975.
CREERefa/., 1976a.
NOLTIMIER and COLINVAUX,1976.
DODSONefa/., 1976.
ANDERSON ef al. 1976
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magnetization. The 100 oersted demagnetizing field was
found to be suitable for most sediments after stability
index measurements were carried out on test samples
from each core. For this test, samples were subjected to partial alternating demagnetizing fields up to
1,000 oersteds measured at
100 oersted intervals.
Erratic stability index measurements were obtained for
sediments with high organic content and low intensity.
When this type of sediment was encountered, analysis
was discontinued.
RESULTS
The first core analyzed magnetically was from Basswood Road Lake in New Brunswick (Fig.
1). This core,
which was primarily collected for pollen analysis, was
not oriented and had been cut into half-metre increments. The core showed 0.5 m of organic clay and grey
clay below the organic sediments which has a basal
radiocarbon date of 12,600 ± 270 years BP (GSC1067; MOTT, 1975). Gyttja, another clay layer, and more
gyttja occur above as shown in the
stratigraphie column
in Figure 2.
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negative inclinations with one completely reversed.
Below this values are positive but fluctuate widely
between 10° and 70°. Is this the Gothenburg "flip"
which is reported to have ended at
12,350 years BP
(MÔRNER and LANSER, 1974)? Although the time interval involved at Basswood Road appears to be rather
short the possibility of correlation still exists. Unfortunately, the sampling did not penetrate deeper and
duplicate cores were not obtained. Hopefully, an opportunity to revisit this site will come in the near future.
Little Lake, a second site in the same area of New
Brunswick (Fig. 1), has pebbly sand below organic
sediment with basal clay partings. The basal date of
16,500 ± 370 years BP (GSC-1063) was shown by pollen
analysis to be anomalous and roughly correlative with
the 12,600 years BP date at Basswood Road Lake
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The magnetic inclination (Fig.
2) fluctuates between 40° and 70° for most of the core except for the
basal clay. At the top of the clay, three samples have
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GSC-1643
9,4601230
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GSC-I64S I
1I.3002IBOI
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I2.60OSJ70!

FIGURE 1. Map showing location of sampling sites. Stars
indicate when magnetic profiles is included in report. Dot indicates when magnetic profile is not included.
1) Little Lake,
N.B.; 2) Basswood Road Lake, N.B.; 3) Lac Colin, Que.;
4) Petit LacTerrien, Que. ;5) Unknown Pond,Maine ;6)Lacaux
Araignées, Que. ;7) Lac des Bouleaux, Que. ;8) Clayton Lake,
Ont.; 9) Maplehurst Lake, Ont.
Carte de localisation des sites échantillonnés. Étoiles: profils
magnétiques décrits dans le texte; point: profil magnétique
noninclus.

700l
Stratigraphy
clay

s

organic clay

FIGURE 2. Stratigraphy, radiocarbon dates and magnetic inclination profile for Basswood Road Lake,New Brunswick.
Stratigraphie, dates au radiocarbone et profil de l'inclinaison
magnétique dulac Basswood Road, Nouveau-Brunswick.
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(MOTT, 1975). The basal pebbly sand should then be
about the same age as the basal clay at Basswood
Road Lake.The magnetic inclination plot does not show
any negative readings but the angle varies between
3° and 80° and resembles the part of the Basswood
Road Lake profile below the negative inclination peak.
However, the pebbles in the sand may have exerted a
strong influence on the readings, and since they may
not have been oriented to the magnetic direction existing at the time of deposition, the results may not be
reliable.

R. J. MOTT AND J. H.
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Since the New Brunswick cores showed such promising magnetic records which could be interpreted,
other cores, collected for palynological studies, were
also analyzed magnetically. A core from Maplehurst
Lake in southern Ontario (Fig.
1) revealed almost 1.5 m
of fine sand and silt, and silty clay underlying organic
sediment. The basal organic sediment was radiocarbondated at 12,500 ± 180 years BP (GSC-1 156), which is
well within the age range of the possible excursion
in New Brunswick. The upper part of the magnetic
profile has inclinations ranging between
40° and 80°,
but in the lower part they fluctuate widely with one
negative reading of -5° (Fig. 3). Unfortunately, the core
did not extend deeper.
Lac des Bouleaux on Mont Bruno near
Montréal,
Québec (Fig. 1), was another site that appeared promising. Two radiocarbon dates were obtained on a core
from the lake; 13,000 ± 290 years BP (GSC-1 344;
LOWDON and BLAKE, 1973) from the basal organic
sediment overlying 50 cm of coarsely laminated silty
clay, and 12,400 ± 170 years BP (GSC-1 803; LOWDON
and BLAKE, 1975) from immediately above. The magnetic inclination wavers around
60° throughout the
silty clay, but in the organic sediment it becomes
erratic with one sample having a negative value (Fig.
4).
At first glance it would appear that a small excursion
might have been recorded for the same time period
found previously in the other cores. However, since this
site is below the limit of the Champlain Sea on Mont
Bruno, it is impossible for this site to be as old as the
dates indicate. A radiocarbon date of
11,000 ± 350 years
BP (Gif-401 ; LASALLE, 1966) on marine shells from
a gravel pit at the west end of
Lac des Bouleaux indicates that the lake could not have been isolated from
the sea prior to that time. Also, a subsequent palynological study (Mott, unpubl.) showed that the basal
organic sediment contains abundant spruce pollen. The
spruce pollen zone in this area dates between about
10,000 and 11,000 years BP (TERASMAE and LASALLE,

Stratigraphy

Bp^l ailty gyttja

Stratigraphie, dates au radiocarbone etprofils de l'inclinaison
etdel'intensité magnétiques dulac desBouleaux, Québec.

ailty

cloy

F^J

f i n * aond and ailt

FIGURE 3. Stratigraphy, radiocarbon date and magnetic inclination profile for Maplehurst Lake, Ontario.
Stratigraphie, dates au radiocarbone et profil de l'inclinaison
magnétique dulac Maplehurst, Ontario.
LAC DES BOULEAUX
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FIGURE 4. Stratigraphy, radiocarbon dates and magnetic inclination and intensity profiles for Lacdes Bouleaux,Québec.
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1968). Thus, the anomalous readings do not fall within
the age range of the possible excursion found in the
New Brunswick cores. We believe that the results
shown here do not constitute an excursion but are
spurious results caused by the weak magnetic intensity
of the organic sediment being dominated, perhaps, by
coarse mineral particles.
A correlation between low magnetic intensity and
erratic inclination determination can be seen in the plot
from Unknown Pond located on the Maine side of the
Québec-Maine border east of Lac Mégantic, Québec
(Fig. 1). Most of the inclination measurements range
between 35° and 70° in the basal silty clay (Fig.
5).
In the overlying organic sediment the intensity drops
off sharply and the magnetic inclination fluctuates widely with many negative values appearing. The two radiocarbon dates have been shown to be anomalously old
(MOTT, 1977), with the result that the magnetic profile
for the lower organic sediment cannot be correlated
with a possible excursion in the
12,350 years BP range.
The magnetic profiles discussed above involve only
the basal organic and underlying inorganic sediments
of the cores because the magnetic intensity of the upper
organic sediments was found to be too weak to provide
reliable results. However, seven metres of core from Lac
aux Araignées located near Lac Mégantic, Québec
(Fig. 1), produced reliable results (Fig.
6) from the
organic sediments as well. This is a much larger lake
than the previous lakes and the mineral content of the
sediments is much higher. From the basal clay upward
through the organic clay, where a date of
10,700 ± 3 1 0
years BP (GSC-1 353; MOTT and FOSTER, 1973) was
obtained, and continuing upward through the silty gyttja
UNKNOWN

30'

0*

30*

The results outlined above have been obtained from
cores collected for purposes other than paleomagnetic
studies. It was decided that properly oriented cores
should be obtained so that the magnetic declination
could also be used to characterize the sediments.
Toward this end, three sites were cored, two in
Québec
(Petit Lac Terrien and Lac Colin), and one in Ontario
(Clayton Lake).
Petit Lac Terrien is a small lake situated about
6 km
northeast of St-Nazaire-de-Buckland, Québec (Fig. 1). A
radiocarbon date of 12,640 ± 190 years BP (GSC-312;
DYCK ef al, 1966) was obtained from the base of a core
collected several years ago. Pollen analysis showed the
date to be from the herb pollen zone (MOTT,
1977)
indicating an old date should be expected, but carbonates in the sediment cast some doubt on the validity
of the date. Additional evidence that would corroborate
or reject the date would be useful. It was hoped that
the paleomagnetic record would provide such evidence;
hence two oriented cores were collected at the site.
Almost 6 m of gyttja overlie 30 cm of laminated silty
gyttja and 5 cm of moss. Below this, to a depth of
680 cm, is silty clay with some organics overlying grey,
inorganic clay.

POND

INCLINATION
60*

into gyttja, the magnetic inclination varies between
30° and 70°. Intensity gradually diminishes upward with
increasing organic content, and in the upper part of the
profile, wider fluctuations in inclination appear. It may
be possible with more work, to correlate the oscillations in the angle of inclination with other sites, as has
been attempted with declination in Great Lakes cores
(CREER ef al., 1976a and b; ANDERSON ef al.,
1976).
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FIGURE 5. Stratigraphy, radiocarbon dates and magnetic
inclination and intensity profiles for Unknown Pond,Maine.
Stratigraphie, dates au radiocarbone et profils de l'inclinaison et de l'intensité magnétiques du Unknown Pond, Maine.
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Various problems were encountered with measuring
the magnetic character of the two cores because of the
very low magnetic intensity which fluctuated around
0.8 x 10 6 gauss for most of the mineral sediment,
and less for the organic sediments. Although the cores
were oriented, the declination measurements were too
erratic to warrant including in Figure
7. The'sediment
below 6 m depth from the first core (shown to the left
of the stratigraphie column in Fig. 7) shows a wide
range of positive inclination values, whereas above
6 m,
several negative inclination readings were obtained. It
was realized that because the magnetic intensity of the

LAC AUX ARAIGNÉES
INCLINATION
-90°
— — i,
-r-~
300
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I I I I I I I I
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sediment was so low, magnetic contamination of the
plastic sediment holder was causing the negative
values. Consequently, the results obtained for this part
of the core are unreliable. The magnetic inclination for
the second core, shown to the right of the
stratigraphie
column, is entirely different from the first core in that
there is more scatter and negative values are common
throughout the basal clays. No explanation for this
difference is apparent. Had the second core been the
only one measured, it might have been assumed that
the values were reliable and recorded an excursion in
the 12,600 years BP range. Obviously, more than one
core should beanalyzed whenever possible, care should
be taken to eliminate contamination, and only
sediments with strong remanent magnetism should beused.
A 2 m interval of an oriented core from Lac Colin,
Québec (Fig. 1) was analyzed for remanent magnetism,
and the results are shown in Figure
8 along with the
stratigraphy and radiocarbon dates. Laminated silty
clay is overlain by laminated black and grey clay with
some organic content, laminated silty gyttja, and
laminated black and brown gyttja. Two radiocarbon dates
were obtained; one from the black and grey clay
is 11,100 ± 180 years BP (GSC-2282), and the second,
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FIGURE 6. Stratigraphy, radiocarbon date and magnetic inclination profile for Lac aux Araignées, Québec.

FIGURE 7. Stratigraphy and magnetic inclination for two
separate cores from Petit Lac Terrien, Québec.

Stratigraphie, dates au radiocarbone et profil de l'inclinaison
magnétique du lac aux Araignées, Québec.

Stratigraphie et profils de l'inclinaison magnétique de deux
carottes différentes du Petit Lac Terrien, Québec.
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Stratigraphie, dates au radiocarbone etprofils de l'inclinaison,de la déclinaison et del'intensité magnétiques du lac
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FIGURE 8. Stratigraphy, radiocarbon dates and magnetic
inclination, declination and intensity profiles for Lac Colin,
Québec.
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from the base ofthe brown laminated gyttja, is 8990 ±
100 years BP (GSC-2325; MOTT, 1977).
The magnetic intensity is fairly strong throughout
except near the upper part of the profile where it drops
off sharply when the sediment becomes highly organic.
The magnetic inclination shows some variation
and the
angle decreases slightly towards thetopofthe profile.
It fluctuates more widely towards thetopof the laminated grey clay but smooths out again in the organic
sediment. One negative value is obtained near thetop of
the profile, but since the intensity is very lowat this
point, the negative reading may be spurious. The angle
of declination is about 100° at the base of the profile
and gradually swings to less than 0° at a depth of
750 cm where a discontinuity occurs, andthe declination angle above the break is 100° again. This break
in the declination profile occurs at the boundary between two 1m core segments and might possibly result
from an error in orientation at the time of sampling.
Another example is the Clayton Lake site located
about 50 km southwest of Ottawa, Ontario (Fig. 1).
Clayton Lake is situated at or just below the marine
limit forthe southern side ofthe Champlain Sea. Four
metres of laminated and faintly laminated clay overlain
by silty clay with minor organics
and silty gyttja were
analyzed (Fig. 9). No radiocarbon dates are available

CLAYTON

LAKE

DICUNATIO-l

¥

mta
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' ; . •
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• '

f.
FIGURE 9. Stratigraphy and magnetic inclination, declination and intensity profiles for Clayton Lake,Ontario.
Stratigraphie, dates au radiocarbone et profils de l'inclinaison, dela déclinaison et de l'intensité magnétiques du lac
Clayton, Ontario.
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for this site, but preliminary pollen analysis revealed a
spruce peak at the base of the organic, silty clays. In
the Ottawa area the spruce maximum is dated at about
10,000 years BP (Mott, unpubl.).
Changes in the magnetic intensity of this core seem
to correspond directly to changes in sediment type. A
sharp drop in the intensity plot occurs at the contact
between the basal laminated grey clay and the overlying
faintly laminated grey clay, and asecond decline occurs
at the contact between the latter and the overlying organic sediments. The angle of magnetic inclination
varies between 75° and 90° in the inorganic sediments,
fluctuates between 70° and 90° throughout the silty organic clay and becomes highly scattered in the silty
gyttja, probably because of the lower intensity. The
declination angle fluctuates around 200° below 540 cm.
Above this depth, the angle is much higher, but here
again, the break seems to relate to the contact between
two core segments. Why there is a shift of about
90°
in the declination in both the Lac Colin and Clayton
Lake cores corresponding to core breaks, when care
was taken to orient both cores, is a puzzle. However,
the fact that both shifts occur at the contacts of core
increments is too coincidental to account for in any
other way than a problem with correct orientation at the
time of coring.

DISCUSSION
The various examples of anomalous behaviour noted
in the above profiles indicate that considerable caution
should be exercised in accepting paleomagnetic results
at face value, especially when only single cores from a
site are used. VEROSUB (1975) has previously expressed this caution and has documented how spurious
results can be obtained using an actual case. Using
folds in varved sediments from a site in New England
he has shown how results from such asituation, if cored
by a piston sampler, could be erroneously interpreted
as a paleomagnetic excursion. Although the results obtained from Basswood Road and Maplehurst Lakes appear to be valid, without replicate cores to verify the
internal consistency of the results for each basin,
caution should be exerted in interpreting a paleomagnetic excursion. The Petit Lac Terrien results point
this out only too forcefully.
The intensity of the remanent magnetism is another
possible source of anomalous paleomagnetic behaviour.
The Unknown Pond, Lac des Bouleaux, Lac Colin and
Clayton Lake cores show that with weak intensities,
spurious readings for both inclination and declination
can be obtained. Possible explanations for these anomalous readings are: the occurrence of sporadic
magnetic mineral grains which dominate the magnetic
character, slight movement of the magnetic mineral
grains within the loose organic matrix during analysis
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and diagenetic changes in the sediment following deposition.
When a coring device that retrieves a core in increments is used, some discrepancy in the paleomagnetic signature between one increment and the next
may be encountered even when attempts are made to
orient the increments to some given azimuth. This is
obviously the case in both the Lac Colin and Clayton
Lake cores where a shift in the angle of declination
was encountered at core breaks. Thus any anomalous
magnetic behaviour at such points in a core should be
regarded as suspect.
On the positive side, however, some aspects of the
paleomagnetic record could prove useful for stratigraphic correlation purposes. Where the age of the
sediment is within the appropriate time range, a magnetic excursion, if not a true reversal, may be encountered. This may be the case at Basswood Road and
Maplehurst Lakes, but more work is required to corroborate this evidence. Secular variations in the geomagnetic record may be useful if swings can be correlated from site so site. An example of this variation
can be seen in the inclination record for
Lac aux
Araignées. Variations in declination may be even more
useful as definite cyclical patterns seem to be emerging
from studies by various authors
(CREER, 1974; CREER
and KOPPER, 1976; CREER ef al., 1976a and b). Intensity may prove to be a useful tool to detect changes
in sediment lithology. This can be readily seen in the
Clayton Lake profile where only a faint change in the
visibility of laminations is apparent, but a sharp change
is apparent in the intensity plot. Hence, changes which
may not be visible in the sediments themselves may be
visible in the intensity measurements.

CONCLUSIONS
Thedata presented here do not confirm the existence
of a paleomagnetic event correlative with the Laschamp
Event in its broadest sense (BONHOMMET and
ZÂHRINGER, 1969). If anything, the results show an absence
of any magnetic character that could be interpreted asa
polarity event or excursion younger than about
12,500
years BP. Two sites show deviations that might be correlated with Môrner's Gothenburg "flip" and accompanying excursion, but the lack of corroborative
evidence from replicate cores precludes any positive
conclusion. Apparent from the above examples is the fact
that great care is required in determining the paleomagnetic character of sediments from small lake sites,
and that because of possible spurious data, extreme
caution should be exerted in interpretation. The
concern of VEROSUB (1975), and the requirements that internal, spatial and temporal consistency in replicate
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cores f r o m each of several areas be fulfilled before
paleomagnetic p h e n o m e n a are used as magnetostratigraphic horizons, cannot be too strongly reiterated.
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